I. Discussion with Michael Sweeney (Campus Council)
   a. Protests Policies and procedures
      i. What campus policies, and / or non-binding aspirational documents, apply to incidents in which protestors attempt to “shut down” an invited speaker through cacophonous chanting or taking over the podium? Does it matter whether the takeover is temporary, as occurred during the recent lecture by George Deek, an Israeli politician, as contrasted with shutting down the speaker entirely (which apparently occurred during yesterday’s event with Chancellor Katehi and ASUCD).
      ii. What campus policies and practices, if any, have been adopted in response to “Administration and Leadership Response Recommendation #1” of the Reynoso Report (p. 26, and reproduced below):

B. Rules (if any) concerning use of campus-building walls for display of “speech,” tributes, critiques, etc. Specifically, if students and faculty who are upset about display of materials in Hart Hall wanted access to walls in some other location to mount a critique of what they perceive to be anti-Semitism on campus, what would be available to them?